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Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems withConstraint Programming and Integer ProgrammingTallys H. Yunes� Arnaldo V. Moura Cid C. de SouzayAbstratWe onsider several strategies for omputing optimal solutions to large sale rewsheduling problems, whih are known to be notoriously diÆult ombinatorial opti-mization problems. Provably optimal solutions for very large real instanes of suhproblems were omputed using a hybrid approah that integrates mathematial andonstraint programming tehniques. A delarative programming environment was usedto develop the onstraint based models. The delarative nature of suh an environmentproved instrumental when modeling omplex problem restritions and, partiularly, ineÆiently searhing the very large spae of feasible solutions. The ode was tested onreal problem instanes, stemming from the operation of two bus lines of a typial Brazil-ian transit ompany that serves a major urban area. Some of those instanes ontainedan exess of 1:8�109 entries and ould be solved to optimality in an aeptable runningtime when exeuting on a typial desktop PC.Keywords: delarative programming, onstraint programming, rew sheduling, hy-brid algorithms, mathematial programming, olumn generation.1 IntrodutionUrban transit rew sheduling problems have been reeiving a great deal of attention forthe past deades due to their pratial importane. Sine employee wages may well riseto 50 perent or more of a ompany's total expenditures, even small perentage savingsover this ost an be quite signi�ant, speially in big ompanies. In this artile, we reporton a hybrid strategy that is apable of eÆiently obtaining provably optimal solutions forsome large instanes of spei� rew sheduling problems. These instanes stem from theoperational environment of a typial Brazilian transit ompany that serves a major urbanarea. The hybrid approah we developed meshes some lassial Integer Programming (IP)tehniques and some Constraint Satisfation (CSP) tehniques. This is done in suh a wayas to extrat the power of these two approahes where they ontributed their best towardssolving the large sheduling problem instanes onsidered.The resulting ode ompiles under the Linux operating system, kernel version 2.0. Run-ning on a typial 350 MHz desktop PC with 320 MB of main memory, it omputed optimal�Supported by FAPESP grant 98/05999-4, and CAPESySupported by FINEP (ProNEx-107/97), and CNPq1



2 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souzasolutions for problem instanes with an exess of 1:5 � 109 entries, in a reasonable amountof time.Some of the IP tehniques were oded in C, and some ommerially available IP ode wasalso used. The CSP tehniques were developed in a delarative programming environmentthat inluded several failities for manipulating an assortment of �nite domain restritions.The task of modeling the spei� problem restritions was greatly failitated by the use of adelarative language. Suh a language proved instrumental in produing lear and oniseode to express omplex problem restritions. Also, and more importantly, the searh andprune abilities of the onstraint solver, present in the delarative programming environment,were a ruial fator for ontrolling the overall eÆieny of the hybrid approah. Moreover,the searhing abilities of the onstraint solver were also deisive for proving the optimalityof a proposed solution.In order to understand the interplay of the hybrid approah, some more details ofthe problem struture are needed. A feasible duty is a sequene of trips that obey allontrat and union regulations, and so an be assigned to any rew member. An aeptableshedule is a list of feasible duties that partitions the set of all daily trips. Among allaeptable shedules, we seek a minimal one, that is, an aeptable shedule that ontainsa minimum number of duties. Suh a minimal shedule minimizes the number of rewmembers neessary to operate that bus line and, therefore, it also minimizes the totalamount expended in wages. A typial daily operation of one of the bus lines onsideredlists about 250 trips that must be undertaken. Contrat and union restritions are suhthat a ount on the number of feasible duties shows an exess of 122 million possibilitiesfor this problem instane.Suh a huge number of feasible duties preluded the use of any method that was engi-neered to load into memory the whole set of feasible duties, sine this strategy would quiklyexhaust any memory resoures. Therefore, we had to resort to a method that would workwith a small fration of the number of feasible duties at a time, while dynamially gener-ating additional feasible duties on demand. For the hybrid approah we developed, pureIP tehniques were used to eÆiently obtain an optimal solution to the linear relaxationof a smaller ore problem, together with good lower bounds for the solution of the originalproblem. Using as input the osts assoiated with the dual variables in the optimal solutionjust obtained by the IP method, we generated a delarative onstraint program based onpure CSP tehniques. When exeuted, the onstraint program terminated with one of twopossible outomes. Either the program proved that the solution at hand was optimal, inthe sense that no further onsideration of additional feasible duties ould possibly produea better shedule, or the program obtained a set of feasible duties with a negative reduedost. The latter were then merged into the urrent ore problem, thereby reating a newore problem and permitting the start another round of optimization over the modi�ed setof duties. Finally, for an integer solution to be obtained, this sheme had to be embeddedinto a branh-and-bound framework. The partiular interplay of pure IP and CSP teh-niques, in the way just desribed, proved to be quite e�etive to ompute optimal solutionsto the problem instanes at hand, when ompared to traditional IP and CSP tehniquesthat were applied in isolation.In the sequel, we amplify our general omments on the spei� methods and tehniques



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 3that were used. More details are presented in the next setions. We started on the pureIP trak applying a lassial branh-and-bound tehnique to solve a set partitioning model.Sine this method requires that all feasible duties are previously inserted into the problemformulation, all memory resoures were rapidly onsumed when we reahed half a million fea-sible duties. To irumvent this diÆulty, we implemented a olumn generation tehnique.As suggested in [5℄, the subproblem of generating feasible duties with negative redued ostwas transformed into a onstrained shortest path problem over a direted ayli graph andthen solved with Dynami Programming. However, due to the size and idiosynrasies of ourproblem instanes, this tehnique did not make progress towards solving larger instanes.In parallel, we also implemented a heuristi algorithm that had obtained very goodresults on large set overing problems [2℄. With this implementation, problems with up totwo million feasible duties ould be solved to optimality. But this partiular heuristi alsorequires that all feasible duties be present in memory during exeution. Although someprogress in time eÆieny was ahieved, memory usage was still a formidable obstale.The diÆulties faed when modeling using the previous approahes almost entirely dis-appeared when we turned to a delarative language that supports onstraint spei�ationover �nite domain variables. We were able to implement our models in little time, pro-duing ode that was both onise and lear. When exeuted, it ame as no surprise thatthe model showed two distint behaviors, mainly due to the huge size of the searh spaeinvolved. It was very fast when asked to ompute new feasible duties, but lagged behind theIP methods when asked to obtain a provably optimal shedule. The searh spae generatedby our problem instanes is enormous and there are no strong loal onstraints available tohelp the resolution proess and, also, a good heuristi to improve the searh strategy doesnot ome easily [4℄.In order to harness the apabilities of both the IP and CSP tehniques, we resorted to ahybrid approah to solve the larger, more realisti, problem instanes. The main idea is touse the linear relaxation of a smaller ore problem in order to eÆiently ompute good lowerbounds on the optimal solution value. Using the values of dual variables in the solution ofthe linear relaxation, we an enter the generation phase that omputes new feasible duties.This phase is delaratively modeled as a onstraint satisfation problem and submittedto the onstraint solver. The solver returns new feasible duties to be inserted in the IPproblem formulation, and the initial phase an be taken again, restarting the yle. Thisapproah seures the strengths of both the pure IP and the pure CSP formulations: onlya small subset of all the feasible duties is eÆiently dealt with at a time, and new feasibleduties are quikly omputed only when they will make a di�erene. The resulting ode wastested on some large instanes, based on real data. As of this writing, we an solve, in areasonable time and with proven optimality, instanes with an exess of 150 trips and 12million feasible duties.This artile is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes the rew sheduling problem. InSetion 3, we disuss the IP approah and give implementation details and omputationalresults. We also report on the implementation of two alternative tehniques: standardolumn generation and heuristis. In Setion 4, we investigate the CSP approah andwe also disuss some implementation details and omputational results. In Setion 5, wepresent the hybrid approah. Implementation details are disussed and some omputational



4 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souzaresults on real data are reported. Finally, in Setion 6, we present onlusions and disussfurther issues.In the sequel, exeution times inferior to one minute are reported as ss:, where ssdenotes seonds and  denotes hundredths of seonds. When reporting exeution timesthat exeed 60 seonds, we use the alternative notation hh:mm:ss, where hh, mm and ssrepresent hours, minutes and seonds, respetively.2 The Crew Sheduling ProblemIn a typial rew sheduling problem, a set of trips have to be assigned to some availablerew members. The goal is to assign a subset of the trips to eah rew member in suha way that no trip is left unassigned. As usual, not every possible assignment is allowedsine a number of onstraints must be observed. Additionally, a ost funtion has to beminimized.Among the following terms, some are of general use, while others reet spei�s of thetransportation servie for the urban area where the input data ame from. A depot is aloation where rews may hange buses and rest. The at of driving a bus from one depotto another depot, passing by no intermediate depot, is named a trip. Assoiated with a tripwe have its start time, its duration, its initial depot, and its �nal depot. The duration of atrip is statistially alulated from �eld olleted data, and depends on many fators, suhas the day of the week and the start time of the trip along the day. A duty is a sequeneof trips that are assigned to the same rew. The idle time is the time interval between twoonseutive trips in a duty. Whenever this idle time exeeds Idle Limit minutes, it is alleda long rest. During a long rest, rews an leave the premises and return later to resumetheir shift. A duty that ontains a long rest is alled a two-shift duty. The rest time of aduty is the sum of its idle times, not ounting long rests. The parameter Min Rest givesthe minimum amount of rest time, in minutes, that eah rew is entitled to. The sum ofthe durations of the trips in a duty is alled its working time. The sum of the workingtime and the rest time gives the total working time of a duty. The time, in minutes, thata rew member works in exess of Workday minutes is alled over time and is given bymaxf0; total working time �Workday g. The Workday is a given parameter, spei�ed byunion regulations, that bounds the maximum time that an employee an work withoutinurring in over time. The maximum over time is an upper bound on over time. Finally,the maximum working time is given by Workday +maximum over time.The input data omes in the form of a two dimensional table where eah row representsone trip. For eah trip, the table lists four olumns with information about this trip: starttime, measured in minutes after midnight, duration, measured in minutes, initial depotand �nal depot. We have used data that reet the operational environment of two buslines, Line 2222 and Line 3803, that serve the metropolitan area around the ity of BeloHorizonte, in entral Brazil. Line 2222 has 125 trips and one depot and Line 3803 has 246trips and two depots. The input data tables for these lines are alled OS 2222 and OS 3803,respetively. By onsidering initial segments taken from these two tables, we derived severalother smaller problem instanes. For example, taking the �rst 30 trips of OS 2222 gave us a



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 5new 30-trip problem instane. Table 1(a) shows the �rst 10 rows of OS 3803. A measure ofthe number of ative trips along a typial day, for both Line 2222 and Line 3803, is shownin Table 1(b). This �gure was onstruted as follows. For eah (x; y) entry, we onsider aStart Dur I. dep. F. dep.1 38 1 250 40 2 190 38 1 2130 38 2 1170 38 1 2210 38 2 1250 39 1 2290 38 2 1285 45 1 2335 45 2 1 204060
80100120# Trips

800600
Bus line 3803

Start of window (10 minute step)
Bus line 2222

1000 1200 140040020000(a) (b)Table 1: (a) Sample from OS 3803. (b) Distribution of trips along the day.time window T = [x; x+Workday℄. The ordinate y indiates how many trips there are withstart time s and duration d suh that s 2 T or s+ d 2 T .For a duty to be lassi�ed as feasible, it has to satisfy many onstraints imposed bylabor ontrats and union regulations, among others. The most important onstraints are:i. For eah pair of onseutive trips, i and j, in every duty:(i) (start time)i + (duration)i � (start time)j(ii) (�nal depot)i = (initial depot)jii. total working time � maximum working time;iii. rest time+maxf0;Workday � total working time g � Min Rest;iv. A duty an have at most one long rest interval;For pratial reasons, we used maximum over time = 0, Idle Limit = 120, Workday = 440,andMin Rest = 30, measured in minutes. A feasible duty is a duty that satis�es all problemonstraints. A shedule is a set of feasible duties and an aeptable shedule is any shedulethat partitions the set of all trips. The ost of a shedule is the sum of the osts of allthe duties it ontains. Sine the problem spei�ation treats all duties as indistinguishable,every duty is assigned a unit ost. Hene, minimizing the ost of a shedule is the sameas minimizing the number of rew members involved in the solution or, equivalently, thenumber of duties it ontains. A minimal shedule is any aeptable shedule whose ost isminimal.



6 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souza3 Mathematial Programming ApproahesLet m be the number of trips and n be the total number of feasible duties. The pure IPformulation of the problem is: min nXj=1 jxj (1)subjet tonXj=1 aijxj = 1; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m (2)xj 2 f0; 1g; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n (3)The xj's are 0-1 deision variables that indiate whih duties belong to the solution and jis the ost of duty j. The oeÆient aij equals 1 if duty j ontains trip i, otherwise, aijis 0. This is a lassial set partitioning problem where the rows represent all trips and theolumns represent all feasible duties. Due to our simplifying assumption about the osts j ,Equation (1) redues to minPnj=1 xj.It would be possible to adopt a set overing formulation if we replaed the `=' sign bya `�' sign in Equation (2). In pratie, this results in having rews riding on buses just likeordinary passengers. Despite the fat that a less expensive solution ould arise from the setovering model, the latter is not used sine it may harden the operational ontrol.The main problem with the IP approah is lear: the number of feasible duties isenormous. We developed a delarative onstraint program to ount all feasible duties bothin OS 2222 and in OS 3803. Table 2 summarizes the results for inreasing initial setionsof the input data tables. The time needed to ount the number of feasible duties is alsopresented. When we onsider all trips in OS 2222, we get in exess of one million feasibleduties. Considering all trips in OS 3803, we reahed more than 122 million feasible duties.3.1 Pure IP ApproahIn the pure IP approah, we used the delarative onstraint program to generate an output�le ontaining all feasible duties. A C program was developed to onvert the output �le toonform with the CPLEX1 input format. The resulting �le was fed into a CPLEX 3.0 LPsolver. The node seletion strategy used was best-�rst and branhing was done upon themost frational variable. Every other setting of the branh-and-bound algorithm used thestandard default CPLEX on�guration.Computational results for OS 2222 appear in Table 3, olumns under \Pure IP". It soonbeame apparent that the pure IP approah using the CPLEX solver would not be apable of1CPLEX is a registered trademark of ILOG, In.



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 7OS 2222 (1 depot) OS 3803 (2 depots)# Trips # Feas. Duties Time # Trips # Feas. Duties Time10 63 0.07 20 978 1.4020 306 0.33 40 6,705 5.9830 1,032 0.99 60 45,236 33.1940 5,191 5.38 80 256,910 00:03:1950 18,721 21.84 100 1,180,856 00:18:3460 42,965 00:01:09 120 3,225,072 00:57:5370 104,771 00:03:10 140 8,082,482 02:59:1780 212,442 00:05:40 160 18,632,680 08:12:2890 335,265 00:07:48 180 33,966,710 14:39:21100 496,970 00:10:49 200 54,365,975 17:55:26110 706,519 00:14:54 220 83,753,429 42:14:35125 1,067,406 01:00:27 246 122,775,538 95:49:54Table 2: Number of feasible duties for OS 2222 and OS 3803.obtaining the optimal solution for the smaller OS 2222 problem instane. Besides, memoryusage was also inreasing at an alarming pae, and exeution time was lagging behind whenompared to other approahes that were being developed in parallel. As an alternative, wedeided to implement a olumn generation approah.3.2 Column Generation with Dynami ProgrammingColumn generation is a tehnique that is widely used to handle linear programs whihhave a very large number of olumns in the oeÆient matrix. The method works byrepeatedly exeuting two phases. In a �rst phase, instead of solving a linear relaxation ofthe whole problem, in whih all olumns are required to be loaded in memory, we quiklysolve a smaller problem, alled the master problem, that deals only with a subset of theoriginal olumns. That smaller problem solved, we start phase two, looking for olumnswith a negative redued ost. If there are no suh olumns, we have proved that thesolution at hand indeed minimizes the objetive funtion. Otherwise, we augment themaster problem by bringing in a number of olumns with negative redued ost, and startover on phase one. The problem of omputing olumns with negative redued osts is alledthe slave subproblem. When the original variables have integer values, this algorithm mustbe embedded in a branh-and-bound strategy. The resulting algorithm is usually referredto as branh-and-prie.In order to start the algorithm, one has to deide how to setup the �rst master problem.As a general guideline, one should avoid not only to initialize the master problem with trivialolumns, e.g. the identity matrix, but also some apparently good olletion of olumns thatmay ause the method to wander into unpromising regions [13℄. In our ase, however, atrivial initialization worked best. In an attempt to get a better performane, we augmentedthe initial identity matrix with a set of olumns omputed using the delarative onstraintprogram disussed in Setion 4.1. Computational results did not favor this alternative and



8 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souzawe refrained from using it in subsequent experiments.# Trips # Feasible Opt Pure IP CG+DP HeuristiDuties Sol Time Sol Time Sol Time10 63 7 7 0.02 7 0.01 7 0.0520 306 11 11 0.03 11 0.07 11 0.3030 1,032 14 14 0.06 14 0.52 14 10.3740 5,191 14 14 3.04 14 9.10 14 13.0250 18,721 14 14 14.29 14 00:01:29 14 00:30:0060 42,965 14 14 00:01:37 14 00:07:54 14 00:30:2270 104,771 14 14 00:04:12 14 00:44:19 14 00:03:2880 212,442 16 16 00:33:52 16 03:53:58 16 00:16:2490 335,265 18 18 00:50:28 18 08:18:53 18 00:22:42100 496,970 20 20 02:06:32 20 15:08:55 20 00:50:01110 706,519 22 - - - - 22 01:06:17125 1,067,406 25 - - - - 25 01:55:12Table 3: Computational results for OS 2222 (1 depot).The master problems were solved using the CPLEX 3.0 LP solver.In general, the slave subproblem an also be formulated as another IP problem. In ourase, onstraints like the one on two-shift duties substantially ompliate the formulationof a pure IP model. As another approah, Desrohers and Soumis [5℄ suggest reduing theslave problem to a onstrained shortest path problem, formulated over a related diretedayli graph G. When the algorithm for solving the slave problem is about to start, thevalue of all the dual variables an easily be extrated from the linear relaxation solution ofthe urrent master problem. The idea is to inlude in G an ar, alled a trip ar, to representeah trip i and assign to it a ost ui, whih is the same as the value of the dual variableassoiated with trip i. An ar with ost zero onnets the end vertex of a trip ar i to theinitial vertex of a trip ar j whenever the end time of trip i preedes the start time of trip j.Also, zero ost ars onnet a soure node s to the initial verties of all trip ars, and someother zero ost ars onnet the end vertex of all trip ars to a sink node t. In this way, apath p from s to t in G represents a duty D, and the ost assoiated to p is the sumPi2D ui,sine only trip ars in p have nonzero osts. From the IP formulation, we know that theredued ost of a duty D is given by 1 �Pi2D ui. Hene, to obtain a duty with negativeredued ost we seek a path in G whose assoiated ost is greater than 1. But, we alsoneed to guarantee that suh a path represents a feasible duty. To this end, the algorithmkeeps trak of the resoure onsumption of eah path it is dynamially onstruting. Whenthe next trip ar is added to a path, the latter beomes infeasible if this trip ar depletesany resoure beyond its limits. If the path remains feasible, the resoures onsumed by thenew trip ar adjoined to the path are subtrated from their respetive urrent values, itsost is added to the present ost of the path, and the algorithm resumes looking for thenext trip ar. This yle terminates when the sink node is reahed. In our ase, besidesthe ost, we used three resoures representing the total working time, the total rest timeand a binary value that indiated if the path stands for a two-shift duty. To guarantee that



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 9the whole path an be reonstruted when the �nal node t is reahed, a bakward pointeris also maintained at eah node. Using �ui as the ost assoiated with trip i, a dynamiprogramming algorithm an be implemented to ompute a onstrained shortest path in G.Sine di�erent paths onsume resoures in di�erent amounts, the implementation is furtherompliated beause it is neessary to maintain, at eah node, a list of feasible paths thatan reah that node. A path that reahes a node an only be disarded if it onsumes moreof all resoures than another path that also reahes that same node. As a bonus, whenthe algorithm terminates, we an inspet the list at the sink node and extrat not onlythe shortest feasible path, but also a number of additional feasible paths, all with negativeredued osts. We used these ideas, omplemented by other observations from Beasley andChristo�des [1℄ and our own experiene, to implement a dynami programming algorithmto solve the slave subproblem.To implement the branh-and-prie strategy, the use of the ABACUS2 branh-and-prieframework (version 2.2) saved a lot of programming time. One of the important issueswas the hoie of the branhing rule. When applying a branh-and-bound algorithm toset partitioning problems, a simple branhing rule is to hoose a binary variable and setit to 1 on one branh and set it to 0 on the other branh, although there are situationswhere this might not be the best hoie [13℄. When dealing with equality onstraints, theoutome is an unbalaned enumeration tree: on the 1-branh, every other variable is setto 0 and, on the 0-branh, many hoies are still left open. Ryan and Foster [12℄ suggestanother branhing rule, the idea being to properly hoose two trips and enfore that, onone branh, they are overed simultaneously by the same duty and, on the other branh,they are overed by distint duties. However, our omputational results using the simplerbranhing rule had already shown a very small number of nodes in the impliit enumerationtree (less than 42). We judged that any possible marginal gains did not justify, in our ase,the extra programming e�ort required to implement a more elaborated branhing rule.Computational results for OS 2222 appear in Table 3, olumns under \CG+DP". Asindiated, this approah did not reah a satisfatory time performane. The main reasonfor this fat is that the onstrained shortest path subproblem is relatively loose. Being apseudo-polynomial algorithm, the state spae at eah node of the graph has the potential ofgrowing exponentially with the input size. The number of feasible paths the algorithm hasto maintain beame so large that the time spent looking for olumns with negative reduedost is responsible for more than 90% of the total exeution time, on the average. Table 4supports this observation.3.3 A Heuristi ApproahHeuristis o�er another approah to solve sheduling problems and there are many possiblevariations. Initially, we set aside those heuristis that were unable to reah an optimalsolution. As a promising alternative, we deided to implement the set overing heuristideveloped by Caprara et al. [2℄. This heuristi won the FASTER ompetition jointlyorganized by the Italian Railway Company and AIRO, solving, in reasonable time, large set2http://www.informatik.uni-koeln.de/ls juenger/projets/abaus.html



10 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souza# Trips Priing Time Total Time Priing TimeTotal Time %20 0.04 0.07 57.130 0.43 0.52 82.740 8.82 9.10 96.950 00:01:26 00:01:29 96.960 00:07:45 00:07:54 98.270 00:43:58 00:44:19 99.280 03:53:06 03:53:58 99.690 08:18:11 08:18:53 99.9100 15:07:22 15:08:55 99.8Table 4: Priing time for algorithm in Setion 3.2 over OS 2222.
overing problems arising from rew sheduling. Using our own experiene and additionalideas from the hapter on Lagrangian Relaxation in [11℄, an implementation was writtenin C and went through a long period of testing and benhmarking. Tests exeuted onset overing instanes oming from the OR-Library showed that our implementation isompetitive with the original CFT implementation in terms of solution quality. When thisalgorithm terminates, it also produes a lower bound for the optimal overing solution,whih also ould be used as a bound for the partition problem. We veri�ed, however, thaton the larger instanes, the solution produed by the heuristi turned out to be a partition.Computational results for OS 2222 appear in Table 3, olumns under \Heuristi". Com-paring all three implementations, it is lear that the CFT heuristi gave the best results.However, applying this heuristi to the larger OS 3803 data set was problemati. Sine stor-age spae has to be alloated to all feasible olumns, memory usage beomes prohibitive. Itwas possible to solve instanes with up to 2 million feasible duties, as indiated in Table 5.Beyond that limit, 320 MB of main memory were not enough for the program to terminate.# Trips # Feasible Opt HeuristiDuties Sol Time20 978 6 6 0.3540 6,705 13 13 3.6060 45,236 15 15 52.0180 256,910 15 15 00:08:11100 1,180,856 15 15 00:13:51110 2,015,334 15 15 00:23:24Table 5: Heuristi over OS 3803 (2 depots).



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 114 Constraint Programming ApproahModeling with �nite domain onstraints is rapidly gaining aeptane as a promising delar-ative programming environment to solve large ombinatorial problems. This led us to alsomodel the rew sheduling problem using pure delarative onstraint programming teh-niques. All models desribed in this setion were formulated using the ECLiPSe 3 syntax,version 4.0. Due to its large size, the ECLiPSe formulation for eah run was obtained usinga program generator that we developed in C.A simple pure CP formulation for the sheduling problem an be developed using alist of items, eah item being itself a list desribing an atual duty. A number of reursiveprediates guarantee that eah item satis�es all labor and regulation onstraints (see Setion2), and also enfore restritions of time and depot ompatibility between onseutive trips.These feasibility prediates iterate over all list items. The delarative database ontainsone fat for eah line of input data, as explained in Setion 2. The resulting model is verysimple to program in a delarative environment. The formulation, however, did not reahsatisfatory results when submitted to the ECLiPSe solver, as shown in Table 6. A numberof di�erent labeling tehniques, di�erent lause orderings and several variants on onstraintrepresentation were explored, to no avail. When proving optimality, the situation was evenworse. It was not possible to prove optimality for instanes as small as a 10-trip instane inless than an hour of exeution time. The main reason for this poor performane resides onthe reursive nature of the list representation, and the absene of reasonable lower and upperbounds on the value of the optimal solution that ould aid the solver disard unpromisinglabelings.4.1 An Improved CP ModelIn order to improve the exeution time, we abandoned the pure list representation andreated a model in whih it was easier to diretly impose algebrai onstraints. The newmodel is based on a two dimensional matrix X of integers. The number of olumns inX is an upper bound on the size of any feasible duty (UBdutyLen), and the number ofrows in X is an upper bound on the total number of duties needed to reate the shedule(UBnumDut). To alulate UBdutyLen, we start by summing up the durations of thetrips, taken in non-dereasing order. When we reah a value that is greater than maximumworking time minutes, UBdutyLen is set to the number of trips added. Initially, we used thenumber of trips as a rough estimate for UBnumDut. As the de�nitive value for UBnumDutwe used the number of duties on the �rst feasible solution found by the solver. Eah Xijelement, alled a ell, represents a single trip and is a �nite domain variable with domain[1::NT ℄, where NT = UBdutyLen� UBnumDut. Let N be the number of trips. It is learthat N � NT . Trips numbered N + 1 to NT are dummy trips. The start time of the �rstdummy trip equals the arrival time of the last atual trip plus one minute and its durationis zero minutes. All the subsequent dummy trips also last zero minutes and their start timesare suh that there is one minute of idle time between onseutive dummy trips, i.e., theystart at eah following minute. Their departure and arrival depots are equal to 0. With3http://www.ipar.i.a.uk/elipse



12 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souzathese hoies, we prevent inompatibilities arising from time intersetion and mismathingof depots among the dummy trips. Besides, we avoid the ourrene of a dummy tripbetween two real trips in a feasible duty.Using this representation, the set partitioning ondition an be easily ahieved with analldifferent onstraint applied to a list that ontains all the ells. Also note that, the wayUBdutyLen is alulated assures that at least one dummy trip appears in every line in X.Moreover, their start times guarantee that the dummy trips oupy onseutive ells at theend of every line. This is on purpose, to failitate the representation of some onstraints.Five additional matries were used: Start, End, Dur, DepDepot and ArrDepot. Cell(i; j) of these matries represents, respetively, the start time, the end time, the duration,and the departure and arrival depots of trip Xij . Next, we state onstraints in the formelement(Xij; S; Startij), where S is a list ontaining the start times of the �rst NT trips.The semantis of this onstraint assures that Startij is the k-th element of list S where kis the value in Xij . This maintains the desired relationship between matries X and Start.Whenever Xij is updated, Startij is also modi�ed, and vie-versa. Similar onstraints arestated between X and eah one of the four other matries. Now, we an use these newmatries to easily state additional onstraints, like:Endij � Starti(j+1) (4)ArrDepotij +DepDepoti(j+1) 6= 3 (5)Idleij = BDij � �Starti(j+1) �Endij� (6)for all i 2 f1; : : : ;UBnumDutg and all j 2 f1; : : : ;UBdutyLen�1g. Equation (4) guaranteesthat trips overlapping in time are not in the same duty. Sine the maximum number ofdepots is two, an inompatibility of two onseutive trips ours only when the endingdepot is 1 and the starting depot is 2, or vie-versa. Equation (5) forbids that situation.Additionally, the onseutiveness of two dummy trips is permitted (for the sum of the depotsequals 0) and the appearane of the �rst dummy trip after the last real trip in a duty is notpreluded by this onstraint, beause the sum of the depots in this ase an only assumethe values 1 or 2. With a one depot instane, these onstraints are not neessary and theyare omitted, together with the ArrDepot and DepDepot matries.Some other onstraints are expressed using the Idleij variables of Equation (6). Thebinary variables BDij, in (6), are suh that BDij = 1 , Xi(j+1) ontains an atual trip.The onstraint on total working time, for eah duty i, is given by:TWTi = �UBdutyLen�1Xj=1 Durij�+ � UBdutyLen�1Xj=1 BIij � Idleij� (7)TWTi � maximum working time (8)Where BIij is a binary variable suh that BIij = 1 i� Idleij � Idle Limit. The onstrainton total rest time, for eah duty i, is given by:� UBdutyLen�1Xj=1 Idleij�+maxf0;Workday � TWTig � Min Rest (9)



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 13For two-shift duties, we impose that at most one of the Idleij variables an assume a valuegreater than Idle Limit.The exeution time of this model was further improved by:Elimination of symmetries |Two di�erent assignments to the Xij variables that di�eronly by a permutation of the lines of the matrix represent the same �nal shedule.These equivalent solutions have been eliminated by imposing that the the �rst olumnof the X matrix is sorted in inreasing order. Exhanging the position of dummy tripsin a feasible solution gives another solution that is equivalent to the original one. Newonstraints were imposed over the X ells in order to fore dummy trips to have onlyone possible plaement in X, given that the atual trips had already been positioned.Domain redution | Certain trips an only appear on a subset of the available ells.For instane, the �rst real trip an only appear on ell X1;1.Use of another viewpoint |Di�erent viewpoints [3℄ were also used. New Yk variableswere introdued representing \the ell that stores trip k", as opposed to the Xijvariables that mean \the trip that is put in ell ij" (an ij ell an be represented bythe number (i� 1) �UBdutyLen + j). The new Yk variables were then onneted tothe Xij variables through hanneling onstraints. The result is a redundant modelwith improved propagation properties.Different labeling strategies | Various labeling strategies have been tried, inlud-ing the one developed by Jourdan [9℄. The strategy of hoosing the next variable tolabel as the one with the smallest domain (�rst-fail priniple) was the most e�e-tive one. After hoosing a variable, it is neessary to selet a value from its domainfollowing a spei� order, when baktraking ours. We tested di�erent labellingorders, like inreasing, dereasing, and also middle-out and its reverse. Experimenta-tion showed that labelling by inreasing order ahieved the best results. On the otherhand, when using two viewpoints the heuristi developed by Jourdan rendered themodel approximately 15 % faster. The basi idea is to label a X variable aording tothe domain size of the assoiated Y variables. In our ase, for instane, if the urrentdomain of variable X2;5 is [1; 7; 8℄, the �rst value to be seleted for labeling will be 8if and only if Y8 has the smallest domain among variables Y1, Y7 and Y8.The improved purely delarative model produed feasible shedules in a very good time,as indiated in Table 6. Obtaining provably optimal solutions, however, was still out ofreah for this model. Others have also reported diÆulties when trying to eÆiently solverew sheduling problems with pure delarative approah [4, 8℄. The task of �nding theoptimal shedule redues to hoosing, from an extremely large set of elements, a minimalsubset that satis�es all the problem onstraints. The huge searh spae an only be dealtwith satisfatorily when pruning is enfored by strong loal onstraints. Besides, a simplesearh strategy, laking good problem spei� heuristis, is very unlikely to sueed. Whensolving sheduling problems of this nature to optimality, none of the these requirementsan be met easily, rendering it intrinsially diÆult for pure CP tehniques to produesatisfatory results in these ases.



14 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de SouzaFirst Model Improved Model# Trips # Feasible Feasible Feasible OptimalDuties Sol Time Sol Time Sol Time10 63 7 0.35 7 0.19 7 0.6320 306 11 12.21 11 0.47 11 9.2230 1,032 15 00:02:32 15 0.87 14 00:29:1740 5,191 15 00:14:27 15 0.88 - > 40:00:0050 18,721 15 00:53:59 15 0.97 - -60 42,965 - - 15 2.92 - -70 104,771 - - 16 3.77 - -80 212,442 - - 19 8.66 - -90 335,265 - - 24 17.97 - -100 496,970 - - 27 29.94 - -110 706,519 - - 27 39.80 - -120 952,620 - - 28 00:01:07 - -125 1,067,406 - - 32 00:01:21 - -Table 6: Pure CP models, OS 2222 data set.5 A Hybrid ApproahReent researh [6℄ has shown that, in some ases, neither the pure IP nor the pure delar-ative CP approahes are apable of solving ertain kinds of ombinatorial problems satis-fatorily. But a hybrid strategy may outperform these two methods.When ontemplating a hybrid strategy, it is neessary to to deide whih part of theproblem will be handled by a onstraint solver, and whih part will be dealt with in alassial way. Given the huge number of olumns at hand, a olumn generation approahseemed to be almost mandatory. As reported in Setion 3.2, we already knew that thedynami programming olumn generator used in the pure IP approah did not performwell. On the other hand, a delarative language is partiularly suited to express not onlythe onstraints imposed by the original problem, but also the additional onstraints thatmust be satis�ed when looking for feasible duties with a negative redued ost. Given that,it was a natural deision to implement a olumn generation approah where new olumnswere generated on demand by a delarative onstraint program. Additionally, the disussionon Setion 4.1 indiated that the delarative CP strategy implemented was very eÆientwhen identifying feasible duties. It lagged behind only when omputing a provably optimalsolution to the original sheduling problem, due to the minimization onstraint. Sine it isnot neessary to �nd a olumn with the most negative redued ost, the behavior of theCP solver was deemed adequate. It remained to program the CP solver to �nd a set of newfeasible duties with the extra requirement that their redued ost should be negative.5.1 ImplementationThe basis of this new algorithm is the same as the one developed for the olumn generationapproah, desribed in Setion 3.2. The dynami programming routine is substituted for



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 15an ECLiPSe proess that solves the slave subproblem and uses sokets to ommuniatethe solution bak to the ABACUS proess. The initialization phase and the branhingrule of the original algorithm remained unhanged. When the ABACUS proess has solvedthe urrent master problem to optimality, it sends the values of the dual variables to theCP proess. If there remain some olumns with negative redued osts, some of them areaptured by the CP solver and sent bak to the ABACUS proess, and the yle starts over.If there are no suh olumns, the LP solver has found an optimal solution. Having foundthe optimal solution for this node of the enumeration tree, its dual bound has also beendetermined. The normal branh-and-bound algorithm an then proeed until it is time tosolve another LP at a di�erent node of the enumeration tree.The ode for the CP olumn generator is almost idential to the ode for the improvedCP model, presented in Setion 4.1. There are three major di�erenes. Firstly, the matrixX now has only one row, sine we are interested in �nding one feasible duty and not aomplete solution. Seondly, there is an additional onstraint stating that the sum of thevalues of the dual variables assoiated with the trips in the duty being onstruted shouldbe greater than 1 (see Setion 3.2). Finally, the minimization prediate was exhangedfor a prediate that keeps on looking for new feasible duties until the desired number offeasible duties with negative redued osts have been omputed, or until there are no morefeasible assignments. By experimenting with the data sets at hand, we determined thatthe number of olumns with negative redued ost to request at eah iteration of the CPsolver was best set to 53. Due to these di�erenes, the redundant modeling, as well as theheuristi suggested by Jourdan, both used to improve the performane of the original CPformulation, now represented unneessary overhead, and were removed.5.2 Computational ResultsThe hybrid approah was able to onstrut an optimal solution to substantially largerinstanes of the problem, in a reasonable time. Computational results for OS 2222 andOS 3803 appear on Tables 7 and 8, respetively. Column headings have the followingmeanings: #Trips is the number of trips; #FD stands for the number of feasible duties;Opt is the value of the optimal integer solution; DBR is the dual bound at the root node ofthe branh-and-bound enumeration tree; #CA is the number of olumns added throughouteah exeution; #LP is the number of linear programming relaxations solved; and #Nodesis the number of tree nodes visited. The exeution times are divided in three olumns: PrTis the time spent generating olumns; LPT is the time spent solving linear programmingrelaxations and TT is the total exeution time. Note that, in every instane tested, the dualbound at the root node was equal to the value of the optimal integer solution. Hene, theLP relaxation of the problem already provided the best possible lower bound on the optimalsolution value. Also note that the number of nodes visited by the algorithm was kept small.The same behavior an be observed with respet to the number of added olumns.The sizable gain in performane an be seen by onsulting the last three olumns of eahtable. It is interesting to note, �rstly, that the time taken to solve all linear relaxations ofthe problem was a small fration of the total running time for both data sets.It is also lear, from Table 7, that the hybrid approah was apable of onstruting a



16 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souza#Trips #FD Opt DBR #CA #LP #Nodes PrT LPT TT10 63 7 7 53 2 1 0.08 0.02 0.1220 306 11 11 159 4 1 0.30 0.04 0.4230 1,032 14 14 504 11 1 1.48 0.11 2.0740 5,191 14 14 1,000 26 13 8.03 0.98 9.3750 18,721 14 14 1,773 52 31 40.97 3.54 45.2860 42,965 14 14 4,356 107 41 00:04:24 14.45 00:04:4070 104,771 14 14 2,615 58 7 00:01:36 4.96 00:01:4280 212,442 16 16 4,081 92 13 00:01:53 18.84 00:02:1390 335,265 18 18 6,455 141 11 00:02:47 31.88 00:03:22100 496,970 20 20 8,104 177 13 00:06:38 51.16 00:07:34110 706,519 22 22 11,864 262 21 00:16:53 00:02:28 00:19:31125 1,067,406 25 25 11,264 250 17 00:19:09 00:01:41 00:21:00Table 7: Hybrid algorithm, OS 2222 data set (1 depot).
provably optimal solution for the omplete smaller data set using 21 minutes of running timeon a typial 350 MHz desktop PC. That problem involved in exess of one million feasibleolumns and was solved onsiderably faster when ompared with the heuristi approah,whih was the best performer among all the previous approahes (see Setion 3.3.)The strutural di�erene between both data sets an be appreiated by observing theentries on the line that orresponds to 100 trips, in Table 8. As an be seen, the number offeasible duties on this line orresponds, approximately, to the same number of one millionfeasible duties that are present when onsidering the totality of 125 trips of the �rst dataset, OS 2222. Yet, the algorithm used roughly twie as muh time to onstrut the optimalsolution when running over a test ase that ontained the �rst 100 trips of the larger dataset, as it did when taking the 125 trips of the smaller data set. Also, the algorithm laggedbehind the heuristi for OS 3803, although the latter was unable to go beyond 110 trips,due to exessive memory usage.Finally, when we �xed a maximum running time of 24 hours, the algorithm was apableof onstruting a solution, and prove its optimality, for as many as 150 trips taken from thelarger data set. This orresponds to an exess of 12 million feasible duties. It is noteworthythat less than 60 MB of main memory were needed for this run to reah ompletion. Aproblem instane with as many as 150 � (12:5 � 106) entries would require over 1.8 GBof main memory, if needed to be loaded into main memory. By eÆiently dealing withonly a small subset of the feasible duties, our algorithm managed to surpass the memoryonsumption bottlenek and ould solve instanes that were very large. This observationsupports our view that a delarative CP formulation of olumn generation was the rightapproah to solve very large rew sheduling problems.



Solving Large Sale Crew Sheduling Problems with CP and IP 17#Trips #FD Opt DBR #CA #LP #Nodes PrT LPT TT20 978 6 6 278 7 1 2.11 0.08 2.2430 2,890 10 10 852 19 1 9.04 0.20 9.3840 6,705 13 13 2,190 48 1 28.60 1.03 30.1450 17,334 14 14 4,220 94 3 00:01:22 3.95 00:01:2760 45,236 15 15 8,027 175 1 00:03:48 14.81 00:04:0670 107,337 15 15 11,622 258 1 00:07:42 40.59 00:08:3780 256,910 15 15 8,553 225 1 00:10:07 47.12 00:10:5890 591,536 15 15 9,827 269 1 00:14:34 00:02:04 00:16:43100 1,180,856 15 15 13,330 375 1 00:39:03 00:04:37 00:43:49110 2,015,334 15 15 13,717 387 1 01:19:55 00:03:12 01:23:19120 3,225,072 16 16 18,095 543 13 04:02:18 00:09:09 04:11:50130 5,021,936 17 17 28,345 874 23 06:59:53 00:30:16 07:30:56140 8,082,482 18 18 27,492 886 25 13:29:51 00:28:56 13:59:40150 12,697,909 19 19 37,764 1,203 25 21:04:28 00:49:13 21:55:25Table 8: Hybrid algorithm, OS 3803 data set (2 depots).6 Conlusions and Future WorkReal world rew sheduling problems often give rise to large set overing or set partitioningformulations. We have shown a way to integrate pure Integer Programming and delarativeConstraint Satisfation Programming tehniques in a hybrid olumn generation algorithmthat solves, to optimality, huge instanes of some real world rew sheduling problems.These problems appeared intratable for both approahes when taken in isolation. Ourmethodology ombines the strengths of either side, getting over their main weaknesses andreahing a very suessful blend.Another ruial advantage of our hybrid approah over a number of previous attemptsto solve similar problems is that it onsiders all feasible duties. Therefore, the need doesnot arise to use spei� rules to selet, at the start, a subset of \good" feasible duties.This kind of preproessing ould prevent the optimal solution from being found. Instead,our algorithm impliitly looks at the set of all feasible duties, when ativating the olumngeneration method.Also, when delarative onstraint satisfation formulations are applied to generate newfeasible duties on demand, they have shown to be very a eÆient strategy, in ontrast toother Dynami Programming algorithms.We believe that the CP formulations presented in Setions 4.1 and 5 an be furtherimproved. In partiular, the searh strategy deserves more attention. Earlier identi�ationof unpromising branhes in the searh tree an redue the number of baktraks and leadto substantial savings in omputational time. Tehniques suh as dynami baktraking[7℄ and the use of nogoods [10℄ an be applied to traverse the searh tree more eÆiently,thereby avoiding useless work.We would like to thank the Pioneira Bus Company from the ity of Belo Horizonte, inBrazil, for kindly providing us with the data on whih our experiments have been based.
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